
Plugin RSS
Use this wiki plugin to display items received from an external RSS feed that has been set up in the
external feed feature (at tiki-admin_rssmodules.php ). See External Feeds on how to set up Tiki to
receive external feeds, which will need to be done first before using this plugin. For outgoing RSS feeds,
see Feeds.

Parameters
Plugin Manager error: rss plugin not found
Usage notes

feedId is the id of the feed set up at Settings > External Feeds (or tiki-admin_rssmodules.php ),
max is the number of shown entries, date and author (optional) are added if set to 1 , and hidden if
set to  , desc is a short description of the current rss item (optional).

You can also combine feeds by indicating 1:2 , or 1:2:3 to add feeds together. Note, however, that if you
are combining feeds, "show publish date" must be checked in the Feeds module settings, in order to allow
this plugin to sort the combined feeds.

Examples
Let's say you wish to display the list of last 3 items of a feed with the Id of 1 inside a Wiki page. Simply
include this in your page, with date, but no author:

On this site, this would produce:

tiki.org articles
My thoughts on Cypht Webmail    (Tue 07 May, 2024)
Over the last 5 years, I have become increasingly involved in Cypht, an Open Source webmail client.
This project is awesome! It permits me to: aggregate emails from various sources in one nice list
search throughout multiple accounts move emails to the right account (work vs personal vs volunteer,
etc.) automate email management with Sieve filters all via a web interface, so I have the same
experience on all my devices (mobile or desktop)
WikiSuite is 13 years old!    (Mon 11 Mar, 2024)
So I launched this 13 years ago! I am very pleased with the current state and progress. It will just get
better and better as the community grows Here were the initial vision/goals/plans: A slideshow:
https://wikisuite.org/Initial-Slideshow An interview (in French): https://wikisuite.org/Initial-Interview
It was originally called "Tiki Suite" as a suite of tools around Tiki Wiki CMS Groupware, and also
because suite also means next in French. So the next step for Tiki
A giant in Open Source: Jonny Bradley's 10,000 Commits to Tiki Wiki CMS Groupware    (Thu 25 Jan,
2024)
In the dynamic realm of Open Source collaboration, where lines of code narrate tales of dedication,
Tiki Wiki CMS Groupware stands out as a versatile and robust platform, empowering communities
with a comprehensive suite of content management, collaboration, and communication tools. Within
this vibrant ecosystem, Jonny Bradley reflects the spirit of community-driven projects. With over
10,000 commits to Tiki Wiki CMS Groupware, Jonny's journey represents more than a numerical
milestone; it's a saga of commitment, growth, and the enduring power of shared passion.

Now you want the same using a "Ticker like" effect:

{rss id="1" max="3" date="1" author="0" desc="1"}

https://doc.tiki.org/tiki-editpage.php?page=wiki%20plugin
https://doc.tiki.org/External-Feeds
https://doc.tiki.org/Feeds
https://tiki.org/
https://tiki.org/article509-My-thoughts-on-Cypht-Webmail
https://tiki.org/article508-WikiSuite-is-13-years-old
https://tiki.org/article507-A-giant-in-Open-Source-Jonny-Bradley-s-10-000-Commits-to-Tiki-Wiki-CMS-Groupware


On this site, this would produce:

tiki.org articles
My thoughts on Cypht Webmail    (Tue 07 May, 2024)
Over the last 5 years, I have become increasingly involved in Cypht, an Open Source webmail client.
This project is awesome! It permits me to: aggregate emails from various sources in one nice list
search throughout multiple accounts move emails to the right account (work vs personal vs volunteer,
etc.) automate ...
WikiSuite is 13 years old!    (Mon 11 Mar, 2024)
So I launched this 13 years ago! I am very pleased with the current state and progress. It will just get
better and better as the community grows Here were the initial vision/goals/plans: A slideshow:
https://wikisuite.org/Initial-Slideshow An interview (in French): https://wikisuite.org/Initial-Interview
It was ...
A giant in Open Source: Jonny Bradley's 10,000 Commits to Tiki Wiki CMS Groupware    (Thu 25 Jan,
2024)
In the dynamic realm of Open Source collaboration, where lines of code narrate tales of dedication,
Tiki Wiki CMS Groupware stands out as a versatile and robust platform, empowering communities
with a comprehensive suite of content management, collaboration, and communication tools. Within
this vibrant ecosystem, Jonny Bradley reflects the spirit ...

Smarty Feeds Function
You can also include a feed in a wiki page by using the Feeds Smarty function (
lib\smarty_tiki\function.rss.php ). Its usage is:

Parameters for Smarty Function

id ID mandatory ID of the rss

max number optional max number of objects to show

skip numbers separated by
comma

optional the objects to skip. Ex: 1,3 will skip the first object
and the third one

The jQuery Sortable Tables feature must be activated for the sort feature to work.
Related pages

External Feeds

{rss id="1"max="3" date="1" author="0" desc="1" ticker="1" desclen="50"}

{rss id="5" max="10"}
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https://doc.tiki.org/External-Feeds
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